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A slow news week with a light economic calendar.

M

Market internals illustrated clearly again
last week the link between bond prices
and technology stocks - with a clear and
convincing positive correlation between the
two. The S&P 500 managed a third consecutive weekly increase, closing the week at
a new record high. Healthcare, real estate,
and the tech complex led the way while the
cyclicals lagged. Oil closed over $70bbl but
losses in grains and precious metals pushed
commodity indices into the red for the
week. The yield curve flattened a good deal
with the long end falling 8bps-9bps and the
USD caught a bid, rising 0.46% last week.
Market Anecdotes
• The 10yr UST yield has fallen four consecutive weeks, closing last week at 1.47%.
Longer maturity yields are falling sharply
as well with the 30-year yield down 25 basis
points over the past month.
• A look at real U.S. Treasuries yields so
far in 2021 has 5 year yields falling from
-1.62% to -1.67 and 10 year yields rising
from -1.08% to -0.85%, a real yield steepened despite the notable CPI reading for
May.
• Much of the debate surrounding the
transitory nature of inflation data is
whether and how much current increasing
demand and supply chain issues will persist
(plausible, yes - likely, no).
• The May CPI reading delivered quite a
surprise in terms of the magnitude of the
upside miss but stock and bond markets
seemed to take the report very much in
stride. For all the inflation concerns over
tight labor markets, jammed supply chains,
and supply/demand imbalances across a
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arkets didn’t have
too much to
digest last week
with a fairly light
economic calendar,
summer volume,
and no material policy actions.

range of markets, the bond market continues to hold relatively sanguine views.
• Strategas noted outperformance of
banks and underperformance of utilities
amidst the sideways move in bond yields
over the past two months as evidence of the
market’s belief the move higher in yields is
not over.
• At least five Fed officials have publicly
commented on the likelihood of tapering
conversations at the upcoming Fed meetings this week. The Federal Reserve began
unwinding its $8.6 billion ETF holdings last
week.
• Equity market volatility which remained
fairly elevated, has continued to fall. Last
week saw the VIX close below 16 for the
first time since February 2020.
• The Stoxx Europe 600 notched a new record high last week and Bespoke made note
that Europe to U.S. relative return ratio
seems to have formed a base and broken its
downtrend.
• Monday’s self-imposed deadline for
bipartisan infrastructure package negotiations by the Administration came and
went. POTUS is now looking to a bipartisan group of Senators who have built out a
framework for $1.2t in spending over eight
years.

• Ned Davis took a long term look at the
rare triple tax hike currently proposed by
the Administration.
• March was the peak month for fiscal
stimulus with $445b in direct payments - a
very important trend marker. Four states
end their $300/week boosts this week and
21 more follow next week.
• The G-7 meetings over the weekend
included finance ministers endorsing an
excess profits tax and a minimum tax of 15
percent on income earned by a company
outside of its home country.
Economic Release Highlights
• The May NFIB Small Business Optimism Index registered a modest decline
and fell short of consensus estimates (99.6
vs 100.7).
• April’s JOLTS report again had job
openings coming in significantly higher
than forecasted (9.286m vs 8.045m).
• The May CPI report left inflation very
elevated with headline and core MoM
readings of 0.6% and 0.7% respectively and
YoY readings of 5% and 3.8%.
• The June University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment report recovered slightly
from last month’s drop, coming in at 86.4 vs
84.0.
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common equities listed on the Nasdaq stock exchange. It is used as a broad-based market index. The S&P 500 index is designed to be a broad based unmanaged leading indicator of U.S.
equities and is meant to reflect the risk/return characteristics of the large cap universe or representative of the equity market in general. The Russell 3000® Index measures the
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status, risk and return profile or preferences. Investment recommendations may change, and readers are urged to check with their investment adviser before making any investment
decisions. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future returns or results. No
representation is made as to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of the information in this material since certain information herein is based on or derived from information provided
by independent third-party sources. All enclosed material including market analysis data provided Taiber Kosmala & Associates, LLC. There is no duty to update this information. The
Wilshire 5000 Total Market Index represents the broadest index for the U.S. equity market, measuring the performance of all U.S. headquartered equity securities with readily available
price data. The PHLX Semiconductor Sector Index (SOX) is a capitalization-weighted index composed of 30 semiconductor companies. The companies in the Index have primary business
operations that involve the design, distribution, manufacture and sale of semiconductors. The index is designed to track the performance of listed semiconductors. The Case-Shiller Index,
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